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Another Mile Of
Books Is Started
Third Annual "Book Day" Celebrated;
Library Gains in Two Years Noted

Three phases of the C. O. P.
summer session are rapidly com
By DON SKG ERSTROM
ing to the fore under the impetus
of"newly appointed dean, J. Marc
With "Two Miles of Books" as the slogun of the
Jantzen.
day, the College of the Pacific Library yesterday cele
The 15th annual summer ses
brated its third unnual Book Day.
sion to be held June 23 to July
For the past three years, under the able leadership
25 offers a six-week American
of Librurian A. C. Gerould, patrons and friends of the
rail tour on a coast to coast ob
#the library have been urged to
servation of natural and social
make contributions of Itooks and
sciences. Besides the five-week
money for the support of the
regular session on the Pacific
library.
campus, the annual three-week
Book day was started by Ger
post sessions begins August 4 at
ould as a means of bringing to
Lake Tahoe.
the attention of donors the needs
Interesting new courses will be
of the library. It has more than
presented to summer students
justified its continuance, as last
this year with special appeal to
year twenty-three donors gave a
totql of seventy-one books as well
those who find it most convenient .. MR* REROLD> head librarian at Pacific, announces
Functions of Committee, as a substantial sum in cash.
to attend these sessions rather the call for contributions to add to Pacific's "mile of
than the regular terms. Profes books."
The past two and a half years
Servcie Qualifications
sor Steinliauser is offering a new
have been good ones for the li
To Be Disclosed
course in commercial Spanish,
brary. A recent count made has
while several educational courses
shown that the collection has
in music and art are designed for
grown 11% during that time and
In an effort to give all Paei If the books were shelved In one
visiting teachers and supervisors.
fic Student Association mem long shelf they would reach over
Prominent new personalities
bers as wide an opportunity as a mile.
will appear during the regular
possible to participate in stud
summer session with Raymond
Yesterday, while the display
ent affairs activities next year,
H, Wheeler, eminent psycholo
case in the lobby of the library
the
newly
appointed
Student
gist from the University of Kan
The police department of I he Affairs Committee Chairman. was filling with presentations,
College of Pacific Summer The
sas, heading the list of visiting
city of Stockton has called to the { Claude llogan and PSA presi Gerould said that he hoped that
professors. On the west coast, atre in the drama and speech de
attention of the deans the fact i dent-elect Bob Monagan, will "Book Day" would continue for
he has taught educational psy partments offers "Five weeks of
hold an Informal Interview ses 365 days of the year instead of
chology at Stanford and at the pleasure—a— summer of profit" that posters advertising college sion with all those who wish to one.
functions have been posted in for
University of Washington.
come to the SCA building next
in the 15th annual summer ses
"We will have the books given
bidden places from time to time. Tuesday afternoon at 3:35 p.m.
Earl Ryon, from College City
us on display in the lobby during
sion
to
be
held
on
the
Pacific
on
of New York will augment the
Posters are not to be placed
OPPORTUNITIES
the next week," said Gerould,
speech staff for the summer ses campus June 23 to July 25.
telephone and telegraph poles or
"which means that books pre
The
meeting
will
be
an
oppor
sion.
This will be the eighth Summer In any other outdoor advertising tunity for interested students, sented tomorrow or the next day
The conservatory of music, the Theatre Season which has de
both to learn more fully the or any time during the coming
dramatics, and the speech de veloped into a virtual summer except the regular commercial functions of the Student Af week will be just as welcome as
billboards. They can be posted on
partments are all offering exten
fairs Committee and to present if they had been given on Book
sive courses in this five-week stock theatre for Stockton audie- private property with the permis qualifications for serving on Day."
period.
ences.
sion of the owner, and, of course, such a committee or on other
Some of the books listed as
The Studio Theatre schedules can be shown in store windows, groups dealing with rampus afone desired by the library were:
"Btrtha, the Sewing Machine street cars and other similar I fairs next year.
"Madame Curie" by Eve Curie;
| GENERAL FUNCTION
Girl," while "Gren Grow the Li places.
"Winston Churchill" by Rene
The general funetiion of the Kraus; "Editor in Politics" by
lacs," will color the outdoor the
Members of the faculty who are PSA's Student Affairs Commit
Josephus Daniels; "Benjamin
atre.
in charge of activities wherein tee is to cooperate with the fac Franklin" by Carl Van Doren;
In the speech department Ed publicity of the poster type is ulty and he administration in "From Many Lands" by Louis
ward S. Betz of Pacific, and Earl used have been asked to caution regulating the activities of stu Adamic; "Idle Men, Idle Money"
dents on the campus. Specific
by Stuart Chase; "Law and
Ryan, from the College of the the student managers in this re
ally the committee deals with
Politics" by Felix Frankfurter;
City of New York will hold clas gard.
the phases of the traffic prob
Resolved: There is a need for
"A Time to Speak" by Archibald
lem,
orientation
of
new
students
ses./
De
Marcus
Brown
again
ompulsory arbitration," was the
MacLelsch; "Powder River" by
regulation of social activities,
* debate between Stanford heads the list as director of the
Struthers
Burt and "Kabloona"
such as special trains, athletic
College of the Pacific at the Pacific Little Theatre. Arthur FaT,
by Gontran de Poncins.
events,
rallies,
and
dances,
sti
"u^day assembly, May 22. The rey is in this department.
mulates observance of campus
Other books desired are: "Se
r>i?*ers 'or
affirmative were
John C. Crabbe, director of the
raditions, serves as a group of lected Poetry" by Robinson Jef' ege of the Pacific's Kenneth Campus Studio, will present an
consider the various campus fers; '"The Face Is Familiar" by
in and Bill Biddick. Stanford experimental half hour radio dra
problems, and suggests changes Ogden Nash; "Six Plays" by Clif
r
e
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
e
d
srv^i
b y n e g a t i v e ma on the air via KWG each
in student government, such as ford Odets; "Not So Deep as a
the PSA constitution revisions Well" by Dorothy Parker;
Swap^. J°hn Ryan and MaX week.
... .
All courses are fully accredited
Conducted by officials of the I this semester,
'"U. S. A." by John Dos Passos I
— "Compulsory ar- Information may be obtained soil conservation service the gen
"In This Our Life" by Ellen Glas
—SS has a unifying effect from the Registrar, College of Pa
gow; "The Yearling" by M. K.
eral biology and man and the liv
KnoleS AddreSSeS
Rawlings; " Rebecca" by Daphne
mote ! natl0n • • • it will pro- cific.
ing
world
classes
of
the
junior
nil'
i
ff
j
Du Maurier; "Captain Horatio
not r government of laws and
college
spent
Monday
inspecting
r
U
D
I
I
C
A
t
t
a
i
r
S
01 men • • • it is the most
Hornblower" by C. S. Forester
den,
aemocratic way."
a soil conservation project in £1
and "Mrs. Miniver" by Jan StruthLoses
Contra Costa county.
V^TUUp
er.
Pend* SwaPPer—"We must deThe classes left the college in
n
the
to een°
working population Doug Dashiell
Dr.
Tully
C.
Knoles
will
adjn stressing the need for these
caravan at eight o'clock on Monday1 morning and arrived at CCC dress the Public Affairs commit- books and any others they could
arbitral °n labor ' ' ' system of
1S Weak • • • we should To Air Corps
set u
amI) gan Ramon by ten o'clock, tee next Thursday at 4:15 in the be given Gerould pointed out that
it h J1 a hoard to get facts . . .
After brief talks by camp offi SCA building at the group s last ,be library of the college was
and
The physical education
cials on the purpose and methods meeting of the school year.
burned in 1915, and starting with
not he • ^orlcedi n Canada, why
lose
of erosion control and the results
In January Dr. Knolcs gave vix-tually nothing the collection
striiro te' • • • it should solve the speech departments wiL
Coach Doug Dashiell, junior col of lack of control, the classes the committee a review of the has grown to over w.ooo volJohnSpUati°n today"
lege 1940 football championship were divided into groups and past year, and next week wffl fore umnes ^ ^ tlmP,
an
To
'abor th
•— "
repudiate
I
tour of insDection cast the possibilities of what may
$tepDj
right to strike will be coach, to the Army.
happen during the next school
The librarian particularly
Dashiell has been ordered to re conducte^^ canip.
racy " g across the line of democport for duty Monday morning °f if Chinch at the camp dining year.
wanted to emphasize the need for
Bill Chaney will preside over new books at all times,
R a s t i n - " . . . i t i s t h e as director of physical traming v. 11 the caravan was conducted
hall tne
SpVpral of the ex the meeting as chairman for the
ahle
way ... it is inevit- of the West Coast Training Ce
to the si e
dams, last time. Francis Mackey will
wish there could be a 'Book
check
of the Army Air Corps.
foct ' ' ' it should be put in ef- terLouncement
was
made
by
Mapenmen
a
^
I
Day"
everv day." he said,
arx,,s
lhead the group next year.
kteat 0Vv because the need is
jor L. D. Easton of Moffett: Field. I anu

Meeting For
Student
Affairs Open

Speech, Drama POLICE CALL
ATTENTION
List Courses
TO POSTERS
For Summer

Debate Te ams
Arg ue In
Assembly

J. C. Classes
Set Down
To Earth

S. J. c.

V
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By BILE WORKMAN

The tiny island of Crete, which
figured so prominently in the won
culture in days of ancient time, V 3
again been swept into prominence,
time as a result of the brutalities of
SUBSCRIPTIONS
It seems rather illogical on the surf ^
$1.50 A YEAR
that such a insignificant spot on the 3 0 6
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager
niap
should be the meat for "headline
1940
Member
1941
but underneath we. find that it i«
d Spot
of utmost importance to the warring f a c
Plssociafed Golle&ictte Press
tors in winning their respective "causesc'
Britain claims that she has successEditorial Board
fully wiped out a battalion of gij der
BOB CONAWAY, News
troops, and has succeeded in controlling
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
JERROLD WALKER, Associate Sports
the scourge of parachute troops, if ^ i s
JACK TOOMAY, Associate Sports
be true, then England has advanced a
FRANCES WATSON, Makeup
JEANNE DAGG, Desk
step in her warfare practices in the direc.
DON SEGERSTROM, Feature
tion of the subjection of Germany. How.
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
ever, the German information is q U it e
to the contrary, as usual, and disclaims
REPORTERS:
Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chrisany such boasting on the part of the
man, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret
English. The problem, then, is to decide
Fitzgerald.
Bob Klawans, Don La Moine, Betty Morrison,
which news sources are to be believed.
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don
We in this country feel prone to accept
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack Toomay, June Tangen, Marjorie
the English version as primary because
Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Bill Workman, Allen
our sympathies lie in that direction, and
By Adele Scoble
Breed, Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro,
Bill Hunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta
especially after our news organs succeed
FUNFARE.
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.
That Pan-American Panic day in making ridiculous hash out of any
at Modesto Junior College was German news report.
If England is succeeding in the at
heaps of fun. Starting with a
parade of floats entered by the tempt to learn means of controlling the
Last fall Stockton Junior College won
various campus organizations, Blitz-machine, then this country may
its Conference football championship.
Monday morning the Campus loses its
continuing with waterpulls and well look toward a clearer future. How
popular Cub coach; Doug Dashiell starts
programs, and ending with a Cu ever this country is not too interested in
working for the U. S. Government.
By HERM SAPIRO
ban Capers dance, it was one looking toward a clearer future, it is pre
While it is true that Doug will not
Our nomination for the musical swell day! Lana Turner wasn't paring for active conflict in areas which
lose all contact with Pacific students
treat of the month is the new around, but Pat' Thompson was
(Many are in the Air Corps in this area
voted Queen of the festivities, have been promised to the American peo
Shep
Fields combo. On its recent and Lowell Clark was King. On ple as points which we would never again
and consequently will be under his jur
isdiction.), he will be unable to continue airing over the Fitch Band Wag Modesto's campus what more enter for purposes of fighting a war. We
high school and collegiate gridiron com on, the Fields crew showed the could you ask for? .. . Incidental have watched the subtle trend toward
petition—a practice which has consumed tremendous possibilities of the ly, we liked the title given to the such action for over a year now, and
saxaphone. Hotel owners should cooking utensils by the college the final expressions of what mounts to
the past ten years of his career.
His only personal contact with the go for this band in a big way, be chef, "Pan-American."
exact statement of purpose leaves us
cadets will be at Moffatt Field, the pres cause it presents the acme of to
without much hope for the future well
nal color expressed by the wood TRIPLE DOUBLE TROUBLE!
ent training center; however, he will be
being of this country. If our Democracy
winds without the blaring of the
And from Stockton High is worth saving, it certainly is worth sav
the administrative physical training head brass. Who knows, this may mark
of sixteen fields contemplated for this the beginning of a new instru School's Swap Shop column in the ing on our own shores by the equitable
Guard and Tackle, we hear the
area.
mentation for sweet bands. To
settling of our internal abuses. We can
As organizer and co-ordinator of the us, fiddles have no place in the amoozin', but confoozin' story not hope to enter this present conflict
about
the
poor
math
teacher
at
physical education program, which is a modern dance band. Shep Fields
in our condition of disunity, and hope
new civilian-directed activity, Dashiell may have the hottest idea in the Frankford High School, Philadel ever again to resurrect the remains of
phia—he
has
three
sets
of
twins
will have under his supervision Clem music game today. Only time will in one class!!! If they sit accord any sort of democratic procedure. We as
Swagerty, Pacific alumnus who is headed tell.
ing to his seating arrangement, a nation realize that to enter this conflict
for a sports directorship at the Bakers- LEST WE FORGET
he can tell who's who, but if they and be able to stand against the German
field base.
These positions are nonswitch—oh
well, better luck next machine, we realize that it will be neces
Best you don't forget the one
military and will last "for the duration
semester. Mebbe, they'll gradu sary for us to turn totalitarian. Now such
nighter
that
Glenn
Miller's
great
of the present emergency."
ate!
a move is in direct contrast to all that
crew is set to play at the Grove
•
*
•
Dashiell's successor has not yet been tomorrow night. It looks like a
the citizens of this land hold dear to
chosen; members of the speech and P. E. sure house record will be estab ("Pardon, sir, did you order this
them—but more dangerous will be the
departments will handle his classes for lished. Miller is probably the Zombie?"
"I did not! It was a blind date!" aftermath of such a move. We in this
the remainder of the semester.
greatest box office attraction on
country must look to the future, and de
•
*
•
Pacifieites are sorry to see Doug go, the road. He broke the record at
cide
whether the fighting of "our com
GOOD
EXCUSE—
but our loss is the Army's gain.
the Palladium in Los Angeles on
his opening night If you missed
According to Dr. Robert Rus mon enemy" in foreign lands is worth
this band, you will be sorry.
sell Wicks, dean of Princeton uni the sacrifice of American ideals, or
After all our raving against versity's chapel, it is advisable whether it is better to strengthen those
violins, we notice that Harry for students to marry a wife who ideals in this country now, and set our
In a recent letter to all university James has just added three of will tell you what she really selves to aid the world in the setting
and college presidents, John W. Stude- the consarned contraptions to his thinks of your sermons."
up of an equitable peace at the close of
baker, commissioner of education in the band. Listen for them in his rec
If you can afford it, Dr. Wicks the conflict—whatever the outcome.
United States, advised college students ord of "Flight of the Bumble said, "have five children who
Last week when we wrote of the
honestly object to being called Omega Phi Serenade, we omitted the
who are enrolled in college courses re Bee."
minister's children and who will name of Bob Silva, who was the solois
lated to defense to complete these ARTIE ARTY?
bring you first hand infosmation
courses rrather than to enter some short
Artie Shaw is at present seri of what the young people think on the "Omega Phi Girl" number. We
course preparatory to entering industrial
apologize, for we thought his work was
ously engaged in studying the of you."
employment.
most commendable. In much the same
classics. On May 20th he did his
•
•
•
We fully agree* with Commissioner first program of classical music
We overheard this one from vein we want to say a word of thanks
Studebaker in his statement: "The first as guest conductor of the Mem
to an individual who has don emuch f° r
Annabelle of Fresno College:
obligation of college students is to fit phis Symphony. Shaw will prob
"Have you ever heard of Lena? Pacific and its welfare in the two years
themselves for the highest type of serv ably be back on the airlaines Now they call her Musso-Lena ,she has been on the campus. To Mar
ice; they should not give up the chance with his own crew in a short time. 'cause she's the Fascist girl in garet Campbell a big bunch of orchids
Two of the four King sisters' town!"
to prepare for their unique service in
for her tireless efforts on behalf of t e
order to render a service on a level chirpers with Alvino Rey, are
students
and their well being. Margare_
which can be rendered by a much larger married to members of the bandyou know is the S. C. A. Secretary, and
one
to
Rey
and
the
other
to
Bud
number of men and women.'-'
Scroll and Styles
is planning to leave with the summerdy Cole, the pianist.
The demand for fully trained profes
This blow is heavy, and many studen
The Pacific Coast will harbor
sional personnel in all the fields related some of the finest swing aggre Reminder
will regret hearing the news, but she i
to national defense is already greater gations of the nation this sum
movnc
on to a better position, and w
Reminder is again given that
than the supply and the need for these mer. Jimmy Dorsey, Jan Savitt
will
emory of a delight u
Scroll
and
Stylus
is
sponsoring
a
fully trained men is going to be greater Jimmy Luneford, Woody Herman'
pers
:orate Pacific's Hall oi
student
library
contest.
with the passing years.
and many others are set to come
'
luck to you Margare
All those who have collected Nots i 11
We therefore feel that the wise here, many making their first ap
Cam-:
any
sort
of
literature
dealing
in
policy for college students is to complete pearance in this section. If they one particular field are urged to
11 Y
selves prone to
their course and then fully equipped all come through here, we have a see the bulletin board on the nodd
ing in this extreme^
hunch
that
the
manager
of
the
and ready volunteer to aid in our coun
sprin
- Could we find a shad)
local grove will have that con- south end of the second floctyv
try s national defense program.
The contest deadline has been spot,
I tented look.
ss, and no professors,
postponed until Monday.
we v
retire. Ho-hum.

C0LLE6IANA

® Wins and Losses

• Industrial Students
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PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

University
Offers
Scholarship

By BILL RAMSEY
Music lovers on

the campus
d jn town should have their
?ni of concerts. .Monday evening
found the phi Mu A1Pha fra
ternity in some very fine instru~
Cental ensemble work. Prof. Al
lan Bacon not only performed but
arranged the three Scriabine
compositions for the brass and
woodwind ensemble.
Encores
canie from the clarinet trio with
.-phree Blind Mice" in variations,
keyboard
and the Long-Elliott
team were obliged to offer
gurlingame Hill's "Jazz Study."

Because o( the location
«=c

WINNER

Of The

Margaret Ritter, Graduate,
Appears in Opera Production Tonite

sity feels called
•
available its resourees for™ th"
training of leadership in the na
tional emergency by bringing su
penor students in contact Uh

can

Tonight! An opera in S
"The Tale28 of Hoffma
•co Opera C mpany, will
the Pacific Conservator'

*" *"""

OFFERED TO S. J. c.
thf

y

en<J.

18

ficiU

The' American
to your

offering

REAL TREAT

Tonight will see another un
usual musical treat. "Tales of
Hoffman" is seen very sldom,
but the Barcarolle, Doll Song,
and the tenor aria, "C'est elle"
are as interesting as numbers
from any of the other major
operas. Margaret Ritter will be
heard in the role of Guilietta one
of Hoffman's loves.
Monday will be Ladies' Night in
the Conservatory. K a t h e r ine
Kuivala, Mildred Jackson, Phyl
lis Smith, Helen Jennings and
Lucille Rowe will handle the vo
cals; Eleanor Bertkan and Grace
Kaneda will caress the ivories;
and Mildred Marsh will tuck a
fiddle under her chin and "give."
This is Student Recital VL
SHINING SENIORS
The seniors will shine in the
Third Recital of the season. Bev
erly Miller, pianist, will open and
close the program with a bit of
Liszt, Brahms, and De Falla. Or
ganist David Jones will offer
works of Barie and Jenkins, while
your columnist will attempt to
Handel Schubert

Page 3

Hoffman Tales
On Pacific Stage

^ r ?het^«»

will

Mi

V„- Student Leaders

KEN DUE FIN, Stockton

S
Or
WE
^5^253=1===™

The A Cappella Choir from
Modesto Junior College offered a
fine program on Tuesday evening.
The program was in two groups
with an instrumental trio in the
intermission spot. A reception
and refreshments in Anderson
Hall concluded the pleasant eve
ning.
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'

Appointed to
Ex-Committee

ed b
full

Salt r ran-

production,

tl is evening.
iret Ritt
talented
of COP, MW on the
oundilliar
ir Consem
i. the
ings, this time n: O
beautiful Venetian.
At 8

AGNINI DIRECTING

This new entertainment fea
ture for Stockton is under the di
rection of Armando Agnini, stage
„
The major business of the Ex
director of the San Francisco Op
P i ,. X X l P *
, Committee at their meeting Mon- era Association.
UTTID
IV6n
:
day evening was the appointOffenbach's light opera, "The
C
I
I
I •
! ments of students to various po- Tales of Hoffman," contains some
OChOlarSnlD
_
sitioins for lite eoming semester, of the best liked operatic selec
j The appointments made by Presi- tions of ail times. In the Agnini
hi-NT A rt
i dent Monagan are as follows: productioin, the story of the ad
/ A l l VV OTK
1 Claude Hognn, Chairman of the ventures of the romantic poet
Student Affairs Committee, Bill will be sung entirely in English.
Thomas, Chairman of Rally Com THE STORY
The opera will relate three of
Sophomore's Portfolio
mittee.
„
. announced. .bv the
. the mythical adventures„ of
It
was
also
.. the
Judged By Chouinards
amorous young poet Hoffman
president
that
Bob
Nikkei
will
FURTHER OFFER
Best Work Submitted
take charge of tlie student body (Robert Ballaghl. In the first
(3) National Capital Scholars
I card sales and Joe Kegler will act, Olympia charms him with
singing
and , dancing.
Hoffupon graduation from The Ameri
I head the freshman's dinner. Al-, her B
,P®„ B
B
„ ...
, i,
„ , . man falls blindly in love with her
n Brwd was
can University shall be eligible to
lan
Ken Duffm, popular sophomore
chosen to take
,ii./-overs her to ho
and ,hen (1,scovors her t0 "e
receive an additional one-year
' charge of the proposed senior and
~n
automaton.
rCCeWed
W0,d
May
15
that
his
art
full-tuition scholarship in " the |
.! faculty dinner in the fall,
Heading student work and
The second act finds 1 tollman
graduate division of the Univer portfolio had been chosen "best"
sity on the condition of high in at the famous Chouinards of Los Thursday night dances on campus tnad'^ in 'ovc wi,h thl' ^ cneian,
__ . honor plvcs
.
_
V-..„
(Margare
He is
tellectual promise as shown by ^LIGCICA.
Anuelcs This
Duf-* ,„ni
hpnc liartor
find iL/*slic I Gullieta
. key toRitter).
.her room,
.,
UNA IIUIIUI
UUI
_•
promised« the
if
the Graduate Record Examination fin a year's scholarship to Choul- hnoles, resp»-.tl\cl>.
he
will
challenge
Sehemil,
anoth,
i Irvine Sprague made recom
.. ,,
to be administered by the Carne
nards'
a du<,> Hoffman
mendations concerning the Pub Pr
gie Foundation for the Advance
FIRST EXPERIENCE
lioations Committee which were wlns ,he durl cn,y to dtscovor
ment of Teaching.
Although Kenny lives in San 01 approved by the committee.
Credentials of the student se
The question was discussed Tn',' K , ovi; is FOt'\n '' m "i.
lected shall be in the hands of Leandro, he attended Castlemont
^
'
the Committee not later than one High School in Oakland and rc- about purchasing a new micro 1 ,^7
\ntonio who
week prior to your 1941 Com ceived his first experience in this Phone to replace the one now in
uso> which Incidentally is four
r
mencement. To all candidates field
utju there
meie. Upon
upon graduatiion
j,'auudiuuii he
n«.
*
scsscs a beautiful voice.'.,
Unknown
yea
oM
now
OM
wou
d
appointed as National Capital secured a_ 4position with an Oak- . ",
- ^
.i.»..A.
!i, to iwiiman,
Hoffman. Allionia
Autonla is
IS desperIH-.h XT*
Scholars, a certificate will be land photo engraving company, in
add » on fn n™ a,pIv 111 and h'~ begs her to sing
nnrt later worked with a commer
rommer- R devices .n addition to two f(jj_
cffor, is ^ great
awarded for presentation at your and
cial artist of San Francisco. He rnovn',lc ones. Les Dow was ap she dies in his arms.
Commencement exercises.
enrolled as a freshmtn at the potatod to confer with Mr. Ritter
Hoffman resolves to forget all
Stockon Junior College three se- ronc°rning 'h< subject.
his earthly loves in the epilogue.
nounced at your Commencement
exercises under the following
conditions:
(1) The scholarship is award-1
ed for the term of one year, re-1
newable for the second year, provided satisfactory standards of
scholarship are maintained.
(2) The candidate must meet
all regular requirements for ad
mission to American University
and be acceptable to the commit
tee on National Capital Scholar
ships.

Elks Offer
Scholarship

hl?dLes°bered sdncr''00"
nnd ^^Mhat'^he and ^^inW to fo,low on,y ,he
Ken^outstanding ability has
BALLAGH IN<Tn'LK ROLE
l^en dispiayed a great deal about.
^ of the voc3tlon:>l
A rising company of young singMonday evening will also find
the campus as the result of his
era will be heard in the amorthe Stockton Symphony and the
work for the campus news serv
ous adventures of Hoffman with
For the second time the Cali ice. Some of his sketches, pen
Helen Moore Roberts dancers
brilliant tenor Robert Ballagh
uniting to present an extrava fornia State Elks' Association has and inks, and water colors, were
playing the title role. Besides the
ganza of music and ballet. One of authorized by the Elks' National shown at the recent J.C. Outdoor
mezzo soprano voice of Miss Rit
the feature numbers will be Foundation to award a $300.00 Art Show. The remainder was dis I
•
ter, daughter of O. H. Ritter, the
Hoyle Carpenter's "Early San Scholarship to some deserving played along with the work 01 v^ive
voices of Mari Monte, Raymond
student in the State of California three other outstanding J. C. art
Francisco Ballet."
Keast, Edward Wcllman, Frances
toc4Pacific Musicale presented Irv The State Board of Trustees ot ists in Wober Hall during the past U, , n
Oliver, and Sue Belle Brown are
r-niifnrnia Elks' Association weet.
« LI I I
I C JI
the California
ing Fritz, pianist as soloist. Only •ha
featured.
.
Otto Schulman is musical ditwo shows remain and the finale has been requested to select the
BACK
TO
BAY
AREA
With International Night for
Qf the operatic production,
on June 4th will present Norman recipient, and I would appreciate
!
Ken states that after the com its theme and featuring dancing. opkk ENDORSED
Lamb, Marge Lee, and Me'ba your assistance.
From the beautiful, artistic
Each Junior College is re pletion of his advertising art and games, coronation of a queen.
Jean Loyd. This will be the
twenty-fourth program for the quested to select and recommend illustration courses at Chouinards and booths, a lun Lest will be pCrfomljmccs Agnini has been
held at the Chinese Christian
current school year and will be one boy who can qualify, this he will probably return to the bay Center on Lafayette street next able to create in the past opera
area
to
resume
his
work.
; seasons, Alfred Frankenstein of
increased to a half hour. Time? selection to be approved by the
He is affiliated with the Rho Saturday night.
the Chronicle, Alexander Fried, S.
officers of the local B. P. O. L.
June 4th, 4:00 to 4:30 p. m.
Iraternity on the The program to raise money F Examiner ami M. A. Gushing
lodge.
, Lambda Phi
U1
for pews in the sanctuary
"
the S. F. News endorse any
The qualifications, in general, campus.
Stockton High School presented
begin at 7:30 p. m.. May 31. A£n|ni presentation as one worth
the combined forces of the or are as follows:
Daisy Toy is general chairman watching.
The scholarship is to be limited
chestra, band, and Troubadours
of the affair sponsored by the- •-]-}*, T-les o( Hoffman," will
to
a
standard
four-year
college
'n concert last night in the high
Youth League of the Center. She • appoar In Stockton for one night
.
school auditorium. This program or university.
will be assisted by Jackie Ong (M1)yi tonight, at 8:30 p. m. Rosci •
The student should be a Junior
Was interesting and showed why
who is in charge of the variety yations can be made by calling
the three organizations were so College student who has com-j
1 show. There will also be booths at the College box office or dial
"Usy in presenting concerts dur- pleted either first or second year.
for entertainment and sales of ing 2-8676 between 10 a. m. and
The recommendation musi oe j ^on^ay evening there * as a novelty goods.
'ng the past year. Miss Virginia
5 p. m. Prices arc $1.65, $1.10, 83c
The queen will be nominated and 55c.
Short, Mr. Frank Thornton Smith accompanied by a transcript o f business meeting of the Household
Art
and
Science
Club
in
the
his
record,
marks,
etc.
to
show
by
the
boys
taking
part
and
will
and Mr. Harold Heisinger han
club's lounge. There was the dec be elected by all present. She
capability for college work.
ded the groups in fine style.
Hunter college offers a play
Need
The family income tion of officers for the ensuing
cen5H
durin*,he ^ writing course in which the stu
^',
year
of
1941
and
194Z
The
elec
^
should be such that the farndy
of 1941 and 15*42.
in£, on the outdoor cement pa- dents write, direct and produce
«
can give but little help to a lx>y tive officers are president. Doro
_
vilion
lit with Chinese lanterns original
Dlavs
ngiral playsMany ^ Qf town ^ ^
who wishes to continue his edu- thy Francis; vice praddent Roberta James; secretary-. Velva be present for the Fun Fest, It,
^Sership: Extracurricular Saathoff; treasurer. Lillian Buck: is being held in conjunction with If yoj want a iob—
Chapel next Tuesday at 10:45 and other activities to show ca^- social secretary. Betty Lou No- the Annual Mission Conference
Secretarial
_ _ lpader. A list of ack; publicity chairman, Dorothy at the Chinese Christian Center;
,,
be a memorial service for
bilities
Civil Service
Jbose students of the College of SvS«.
ividenc Of » McBride.
May 30, 31 and June L
Higher Accountancy
Plans were also discussed for
Pacific and Stockton Junior S to be included with apph«the formal installation of officers
°llege who have died during the
Free
employment service,
University of New Hampshire
Past year.
dFor further details see J. H. on June 2nd. The committees in
had an enrollment of 73 farmers
charge are: refreshments
chair
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president
for the spring short course in
Corson, dean of men.
man. Iona McHroy, Sara CamerC. O. p., y/ill be the chief
agriculture.
f Suite* 18961
Peaker. Junior College Principal
wayne Orton will also have a
s
t
Arthur
Mason
Brown
will
be
the
of
School
of Business
ment at University
™
Virginia James. June
Wttin the service.
fifth generation of his family to
California at Weber
cut
discovered
an
egg
1
and Barbara Grunberg.
The A Cappella choir choir will a chicken embryo with four leg -^ge^
a degree at Dartmouth
Stockton
McBride pre- receive
ng "Crossing the Bar," as arcollege.
j
ai,ged by Gordon Stewart, a con- four wings, two talis ana
backs.
•Natory student.

Chinese to

Household Arts
Club Elects
Officers

Knoles Speak'
^ Chapel

» d ^ r i s j a r s s s s%

Humphrey's

1
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Sophomores
Plan Their
Last Dance
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SOCIETY

Women s Hall Formal
Has Surprise Theme

The girls of Women's Hall wm
officially usher spring in ar
.
.
.
their
annual spring formal this SatUr
•DR. OLSON
: day night at Hotel Stockton. flT
May 29th not only means the
beginning of a three-day holiday,
theme of the affair has not been
but it is the night of the largest
revealed as yet, due to the sur
social event of the Stockton Ju
prise element required and hoped
nior College, the graduation dance
for. Heading the committees and
The annual affair has been plan
The old grind of dreary house the program varieties are Bey
ned this year to be at the Stock
ton Golf and Country Club from
duties and whack of paddles will Hills, Marian Combs, Lorraine
nine until one, and Herm Sapiro
Davis, and Barbara Cadden.
Engagement news was broad
be no more for nine new mem
has been scheduled for orchestral cast over the K. P. O. radio pro
The guest list will include: Nan
bers of Rho Lambda Phi who
gram "Who's Dancing Tonight?"
arrangements.
cy West, Bill Dean; Mildred Jack'
took both the formal and infor
Leslie Knoles, vice president of from the Sir Francis Drake on
son, Merle Brusso; Lucille Rowe
mal initiation last week-end at
the sophomore class, has made May 17th, for a dinner party
Dean Fling; Susann Conklin"
the house on the campus.
the arrangements for the dance given there by Dr. E. P. Nicolas
Doug Corbin; Pat Boynton, Bob
The informal was given on Fri
assisted by the other officers, served to announce the engage
Cornelius; Virginia Newman, Bob
Gene Harter, Lucille Mcintosh ment of his daughter LaVerne to
day night between the hours of
Cauppe; Ann Sheldon, Jim Sealsunset
and
sunrise,
while
the
forand Don Lamoine.
Maurice L. Cohen.
1 mal took place on Sunday night ly; Dorothy Uriz, Jim WatsonAt a meeting of the class last
LaVerne is known on the cam- i
Jeanne Hunt, Vernon Schmidtweek it was decided to raise the pus for her Little Theater and
at midnight in the front room of
Cora Russell, Ivy Dahl; Fran Mc'admission price to include the radio work, as she is attending,
Rhizomia.
.
Neil, Joe Mitchell; Mildred Eachcost of flowers for each girl. at present, the College of Pacific.
Twelve Pacific men took the mSince then the general feeling is She is a member of H. A. S. home
of' formal, but three members chose us, Ralph Wright; Kay Craig,
Forrest Appell; Virginia Kuttler!
DR. CLAIR OLSON
that girls like individual corsages economics club on the campus.
to take their formal initiation
Morty Baker; Holly Wade, Mil
the
English
department
of
and that fellows like to give spe
that will make them true mem
Maurice's home is in Philadel
lard Hamsher; Jane Haulman, G.
the
cial flowers to their girls, so the phia, Pennsylvania.
Pacific
who
will
>
give
bers at some future date.
He will
price has been lowered to fifty graduate from the College of Pa special English exam this
New Rhizites are Mayer Stein, Newton; Nancy Butcher, Ray
cents.
Dick Grahlman, Chet Stevenson, Chapot; Barbara Cadden; Helen
cific in June where he has been summer.
Patrons and patronesses for
Martin Plocher, Pete Burd, Joe Jennings, Steve Gallup; Jackie
studying accounting.
Plocher; Lois
the dance include Dr. and Mrs.
Law, Jack Frishholz, Rod Leon Horn, Martin
He is a member of Pi Gamma
Thornton,
Herm
Spent; Nancy
ard and Earl Klapstein.
£22. Z mTpIS Mu, socM science ira.erni.y.
English Majors—
Those taking the informal only Zoe Olin, O. Shelton; Margaret
The wedding date of the couBurlingame and guest.
were Dick Peterson, Joe Hutche- Sheppard, Dick Loomis; Kay
i pie is indefinite as yet but it is See Dr. Olson
Woodall, Tom Bolton; B. A. Eason and Bob Cornelius.
thought to be sometime in June.
mes, Terry Aton; Jeanne HebDr. Olson has just announced
Guests at the dinner party in
bron, Clint Ward; Marjorie Winkcluded Dr. and Mrs. E. P. Nicolas; that all those English Majors
ler,
Allan Pnilp; Shirley Wisewho
are
interested
in
taking
the
Mrs. Edna M. Cohen Maurice's
carver, Joe Gambetta; Nevada
mother from Philadelphia; Mrs. English Comprehensive Examina
Sears, Bob Cooney; Lois HoffMirian Shyer and Mrs. Pearl Win- tion should see him immediately.
schneider, Bob Raven; Mary Jane
The
examination
has
been
post
berg from Hollywood; and Mr.
Ryland, Lynden Allen; Marilyn
Carl Winberg from Honolulu. poned from this present semester
Kendrick, Bill Tibbs; Sonja HayDessert was served after dinner and will be given sometime dur
ward, Chuck Capps; Marge That
Last Thursday Epsilon Lambda to many guests from San Fran ing the Summer Session.
cher, Kenny Duff in; J. Werner,
Sigma elected its new officers for cisco and Stockton. Those visit
next fall. Miss Eloise Smith, well ing from Stockton were Janet
Honoring its senior members Ronnie Tampmann; E. J. Acree,
known on this campus for her Edinger, George Wilson, Vivian
the juniors of Tau Kappa Kappa Joe Kenney; Barbara Thompson,
many activities was elected to Hunter, and Jean Alexander.
will give its traditional breakfast Bob Monagan; Marjorie Bowcock,
serve as president, while Jane
Sunday morning to be served Bob Olson; Nancy Brackett, Ted
O'Connor, who is active in the
country style in the yard at 9:00 Bunn; Pattie Schuler, Louie Co
ward; Lorraine Davis, Kenneth
Little Theater work and a mem
a. m.
ber of Theta Alpha Phi, was elect
Seniors to be honored at the Klaas; Elinore Bruno, Charles
ed vice president. Barbara Fergu
farewell breakfast will include Worth; Pat Ray, John Hess; Bet
son was elected to serve as trea
Lois Lassell, Doris Bowring, Mel- ty Taylor, Bill Toland; Beverlee
surer, and Katherine O'Connor
Phi Sigma Gamma, the local ba Jean Loyd, Marjorie Sage, Johnson, Don Kiernan; Corinne
to serve as recording secretary, i
modern languages society, held Alice Keehner, Jeanne Woodruff, Eingle, Les Dow; Scott Beatie,
Betty Morrison will act as corre- j
its formal dinner and initiation at and Margaret Garibaldi. Miss El Iloyd Hebbron; Barbara Grunsponding secretary, and Jean
the Stockton Golf and Country len Deering will also be present. Berg, Ray Mitchler; Susan Blum,
Bradley will be the sergeant-at-1 Les "Dynamite" Dow, recently Club last Tuesday evening. The
Juniors giving the breakfast Boyd Throssel; Beverly Crawfelected PSA treasurer, was cho initiates, Dorothy Allen, Curtis
arms.
are
Rosemary Strader, Ethel ton, Dub Smallwood; Thelma SeAfter the meeting the pledges sen to succeed President Irving Marchant, Beth Irene Marriatt,
Stark,
Margo Mclntyre Joyce lix, Ed Miller; Nora Machara, Tak
piesented a clever and original Fritz in Omega Phi's highest of and Willa McDonald, were the
Boege, Lucille Wilson, Gloria Ito; Helene Rosenstein, Jo Greenfice next fall in the house elec
skit, followed by refreshments.
honored guests of the evening. Hopps, Jessie Hannay, and Arm- burg; June Kuimelis, Jim Kaffin;
tions held last Thursday night.
Betty gene Otto, Gill Hanson; Dol
Also included on the guest list gard Heiman.
I Clint Ward of Alameda will be
ly Spitzer, Bill Clamput; Betty
were
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Tully
C.
Knoles
Tau Kappa Formal | the new vice-president and social
Witherspoon, Bob Thode; Mar
Dr. Knoles being the speaker for
i chairman, succeeding Bob Monagery Hodgson, Claude Adams.
the evening.
Found to Be
| gan. "Sad" Samuel Chaney was
Tau Kappa Gives
The program which followed
I chosen secretary while "Silent"
dinner consisted of some piano
"Frivolous Fun"
i Bill Scott became the new treas
Supper for
selections by Irving Fritz, and
urer
to
take
the
office
which
will
Twenty couples enjoyed the
some 'cello selections by Virginia
Track Team
frolicking, frivolous, and fantas be vacated by Howard Lewis.
Johnson.
Other
officers
elected
were:
tic fun at Tau Kappa Kappa's
Conducting the candlelit cere
Twenty members of the track
''Fantasia Formal" held last Sat Bob Thade, recorder; George mony were the officers of tfhe team accompanied by Coach Earl
Kapel, reporter; Bob Beck, chap
urday evening from 8:00 to 1:00
society, Ann Hodgkins, president; Jackson were entertained by Tau
lain and Ted Stewart, guard.
a. m.
Gladys Hughes, vice-president; Kappa Kappa last Wednesday
Following dinner served in the
Marie Canlis, secretary-treasur evening from 6:00 to 8:00 p. m.
yard, dancing was enjoyed to the
er, and Irving Fritz, historian.
A buffet supper served in the
Junior-Senior
music of a local orchestra.
Included among those present yard was followed by participa
Two rooms were decked out
were Miss Ruth Smith, Dr. and
tion in badminton, ping pong,
with colorful fantasia decorations Prom Is Tonight
Mrs. Steinhauser, Miss Helen
and other games.
arranged by Doris Bowring and
Danner, Dr. L. O. O'Bryon, Doris
At Hotel Clark
Chairman of food was Virginia
her committee. Given as favors
Bishopberger, and Janet Lehman.
Doane; in charge of game equip
to the guests at dinner were gold
The annual Junior-Senior Prom
ment was Dixie Stewart; and
key chains bearing the house will be held tonight at the Hotel
Doris Wudell directed the setting
New
Brothers
crest.
Clark featuring dining and danc
up of tables assisted by Louana
General chairman of the dinner ing to A1 Harkins and his or
Initiated at
Siler and Alice Keehner.
was Jantt Rapaport. Patrons and chestra.
TAU KAPPA FORMAL
patronesses present included Mr. HOGAN, CHAIRMAN
Omega
Phi
and Mrs. J. G. Elliot, Dr. and Mrs.
Claude Hogan is general chair
Gordon Patton, and Miss Ellen man of the dance, assisted by
Amid an evening of traditional
Deering.
Doris Guernsey, Tom Ferrari, ceremonies, followed by a pro ATTENTION
Virginia Lundgren, Bill Lunt, and gram of entertainment with fun
WEEKLY STAFF I
Bill Hunefeld.
and frolic as its dominant theme,
Mu Zetes Honor
Details of the decorations have Omega Phi Alpha fraternity ad
Copy deadline will be 12
not been disclosed as yet, but ministered formal initiation rites
Officers af
the theme is to be "South Ameri to Messrs. John Arnold, Irving noon Tuesday, next week.
Paper will be distributed on
can."
Coleman, Roy C. McCall and Rich
Dinner
Wednesday.
OFFICERS' CLASS
ard Reynolds.
Mu Zeta Rho sorority enter
The Junior class officers are
The title of honorary members
tained the officers of the Moth Claude Hogan, Lois Bugbee, and was bestowed upon the individu
ers' and Patronesses' Club at din Ben Hamm. The senior officers als, following which pledge broth
ner last night. The officers who are Tony Ficovich, Bettie Meyer, ers Sherwood, Winters and Silva
were honored were Mrs. G. Ul- and Dick Loomis.
acted as general chairmen of an
rey, Mrs. S. Davidson, Mrs. O.
Hours of the dinner-dance will informal program of entertai
C. Parkinson, and Mrs. J. W. be from 8 until 1. Patrons and ment.
SUNDAY
Gardner.
patronesses are Mr. and Mrs.
Refreshments followed to cul
After the dinner the members Thomas Connolly, Mr. and Mrs. minate the evening's festivities.
AND
entertained.
Leonard O'Brien, and Mr. and
With
Mrs. Gordon Patten.
Students who work their way
With
A granite lion chiseled by the
through school—about 60 per
GARY COOPE
Egyptians in 1450 B. C. is among
OTTO KRUGER
Emory college at Oxford, Ga., cent at the university of Texas
GLORIA DlCbSth
the curios in the Emory uni forerunner of Emory University average better grades than their
BARBARA STA
versity museum.
in Atlanta, was founded in 1836. non-working colleagues.

LESLIE KNOLES. Editor

Rhizomia
Initiates
Nine Men

Radio Program
Tells Of
Engagement

Eloise Smith
To Head
Eosilon

Seniors to Be
Honored at
Breakfast

Omega Phi
Prexy to Be
Les Dow

Language Club
Holds Annual
Initiation

"MEET JOHN

"THE BIG BOSS
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OlSCARDED
USED
u eVer wondered what
HaVe }t0 a radio that is disIiappenSf r your further use and
iard
-ts
way into Professor
finds 1 „radi0 lab?" Here is some
tfel
ttion that will put an end
isdorrnr curiosity. This is the tale
'^uimate disintegration— the
of 111 . hoW an Airline console
f,0'?K°eave up and "broke down."
f'"3'/ entrance of the radio to
i!h is eagerly awaited by the
tf>
activated students who
°ntlv pounce on it and check
Mbes If the tubes are found
,he
be good they are placed in
l<k • ee for future use on other
51013 If any of the tube elements
5f'S defective, the tube is filed in
afbox where some amateur will
fake it apart to find out what

inakes it tick.

Interest of Pacificites as the
close of school draws near is
turning to June 6, the date an
nounced by Manager Tom Bowe
for the release of the 1941 Nar•mjado.
I'BOMISING
According to the genial mang
ier this year's publication will
surpass ones of years past with
"s many new features and its
streamline styling.
One of the top spots of this
years book will be a section feanng eight colored plates of fa1 ar campus shots, a section
rr,n before attempted in the
u - annual .
i the past students have com0f not erough Mardi Gras
siw
S sa tbis year the staff has
f.;r| '
oftv, ° 1(:.tbat a goodly quantity
.. he spring frolic shots will find
. ."Way to the pages of the Nar. ado.
FEATURES

AhWher entirely new feature
tranin
. "c*vy fabric
lauric cover
'f the
. -^aranjado. Instead
c°ver ,,r.adi^°inal padded leather
grain' an COVer bas a r°ugh cross
,_„m
without the
Psddin
Bovv "nderneath.
S announced that dust
jackets
a'so be distriubted
frith p
Points n?. Naranjado. These, he
'he
' wdl be life savers for
huch inUaIs tbat will mean so
v

When ty,eauS

Frightened eyes! Deafened
oars! Feminine screams! Half
finished conversations! Work
halted! A11 sit breathlessly wait
ing
A motor roars then zooms and
| blasts gradually dims and the
sound fades away.
Eyes arc opened! Ears are un
covered! Screams stifled! Con
versations are resumed! The proI fessor continues his lecture! The
j pause was only a momentary
, one. It was merely a student
pilot giving a noisy salute to his
! Alma Mater.

There's ATrickTo
Using Perfume

Schedule of Final Examinations
June 9-13, inclusive, 1941
Class ordinarily meets:
M. W. F. 8:00
M. W. F. 8:55
M. W. F. 9:50
M. W. F. 10:45
M. W. F. 11:40
M. W. F. 12:85
M. W. F. 1:30
M. W. F. 2:25
M. W. F. 3:23
T. Th.
8:00
T. Th.
8:55
T. Til.
9:50
T. Th.
11:40
T. Th.
12:35
T. Th.
1:33
T. Th.
2:25
T. Th.
3:20
World Today (C.O.P.).

Has Examinations:
Monday
8:00-10:00
Tuesday
10:00-12:00
Wednesday 10:00-12:00
Thursday
10:00-12:00
Friday
10:00-12:00
Friday
12:00- 2:00
Thursday
8:00-10:00
Tuesday
8:'.M>-10:00
Friday
8:00-10:00
Monday
2:00- 4:00
Tuesday
2:00-4:00
Wednesday 2:00- 4:00
Monday
10:00-12:00
Monday
12:00- 2:00
Thursday
2:00-4:00
Friday
2:00- 4:00
Wednesday 8:00-10:00
Wednesday 4:00-6:00

If any one hour course presents conflict in examination
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between class
and instructor.
If examination is given in laboratory work, the exam
ination hour corresponding to any of the regular laboratory
hours may be chosen or It may be given in the last regular
laboratory period.
Courses given at 4:15 or 7:15 p. m. will bave the final
examination at the regular tour during examination week.
Certain students may have an excessive number of jexam
inations on the same day under this examination schooule.
Instructors of multiple section courses are urged to ask
their students whether or not they have as many
four
examinations on any one day, and if
to ease the situation by having surii stud^ts t^e t^ cxam
ination mi some other day with another section of the course.

Allan Hancock foundation at
University of California, housing
work in zoology and botany, con
tains more than 100 laboratories,
two auditoriums and a radio sta
tion.

University of Texas — WPA
crews are sinking a 164-foot shafi
so that visitors may see the na
tion's second largest known me
teor buried deep in the plains
west of Odessa.

University of Connecticut is
adding a two-year agricultural
course to train students as farm
managers to offset a shortage
caused by demands of defense in
dustries.

Cocoanut Grove
SAT., MAY' 24
GLENN MILLER

Columbia university has reor
ganized its summer session gradu
ate courses to equip personnel
for opportunities in governmental
service.

The Bookmark
And what'* more Ann Rutherford
knows what it ia. Never doea the
starlet make the mistake of pot
ting perfume on clothes or ever
her hair. She puts it right on her
skin. Behind the ears—on the palm
of the hands and just a whiff across
her lips. In this way the young aeiress know# that the true seent of
the perfume remains Intaet.

Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
2101 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

"A New Station Near College"
C. S. "BED" BOOTHBY'S

STANDARD OIL STATION
Pacific Avenue at Alpine
"Let BOB DEWEY lube your car, fill up the tank, or put
air in the tires."

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

For almost 20 years automo
bile privileges at Hamilton colege were limited to seniors but
President W. H. Cowley recently
extended the privilege to junior .

'Where Price and Quality Meet"
PHONE 2-7481

t0 come"

*wo
»e "°°ks are distributed
rrmS(- , s from today, all money
•hay bp0P ai(i up before books
'folierg °btained from the compB°oj<s
Bowe reports.
J°r thr^'11 Positively not be held
t,.„ "°se who
=are not paid

forty -NINE
""a .t n,

H- A- S- Club
To Hold
Installation

Formal installation of the new
White scrolls in the manner of
a diploma and enscribed with the officers of the Household Arts
names "Doris" and "Bob" served and Science Club wf'l b" held on
to announce to friend that Doris next Mondav ni«ht in th" Home
McAllister is betrothed to Robert Economics lounge, 212 Weber. Of
i Giles. The occasion was an open ficers for the cow vear were elect
house held oy Doris and her room eded last Monday's meeting,
mate, Gladys Saguinetti, in their which was held to consider tak
room in Manor Hall Monday ing steps to affiliate with the na
! evening. Decorations in the room tional chapter.
: were in keeping with the occa
Th« new officers for the club
sion, for yellow mats and napkins are Mrs. Ralph Francis, president:
were on the table, having yellow Roberta James, vice-president and
roses for an attractive center orocram chairman: Velma Saathoff, secretary: Lillian Buck,
piece.
Doris is a senior here at Pa- treasurer; Bettv Lou Noack, so
I cific having transferred last year cial secretary: Dorothy McBride,
from the University of California. publicity chairman.
The outgoing officers are Do
Her home Is In Piedmont. She Is
a member of the Zetagathean rothy McBride, president; Lucille
I club and last semester was Wilson, secretary-treasurer; Vir
ginia Doane, vice-president and
president of Manor Hall.
Her fiance is also from Pie'd- publicity chairman, and Eliza
mont, having graduated from the; beth White, publicity chairman.
i University of California in 1939
I and doing graduate work in 1940. Student Pilots
At present he is working at the
Alameda Naval air base.
Frighten Classes

pf

Naranjados
Released
June 6

Page 5

White Scrolls
Announce
Botrothal

R ADIOS

Next the condensers, resisters,
transf°rmer' and Power SUPP1>'
',e dissected and checked by deliThis
te meters and gauges.
eouiproent is stored in accord
ance with its efficiency and value.
The wiring is then examined
along with the various dials and
reostats. Last, but not least, the
radio cabinet is used for purposes
of resonance, experimentations in
baffles, sound waves, and voice
reproduction. The cabinet is then
gone over carefully by Profes
sor Welch's master sound mech
anic, 'Gyp" Foster, to make sure
no parts have been overlooked
or to see if any pennies have got
ten stuck between the speaker
and the cabinet top. Every part
of each set that falls into the
hands of these potential "Marco
ni's" is put to good use in mas
tering radio theory. "Learn by
doing," says Welch, but still don't
forget the text. The radio text
for this course is written by Wat
son, Welch and Eby.

23, 1941

DRUG

CO.

Pop),,
*' Dorado. Ph. 2-1893
Sve, * * x«»emlte. Ph. 2-5143
ything to be found in a
1 • "^t-Class Pharmacy

HEADQUARTERS

KING

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS
Operated by

JEWELER
2047 PACIFIC AVE.
For Beauty - For Security
King's Matched Diamond
Engagement and Wedding
Ring Sets
$45.00 and Up

THE CUB HOUSE'
Featuring

Paula Kelly. Ray Erberle
THE MODERNAIRES
Adm. »10 Per Pvrson
till
Dancing—10 P-

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"WHERE YOU

M^T EVERYBODY'
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Chills, Spills
Free to All
Looking for some entertain
ment? Want an hour of free fun?
Have nothing to do at 8:55 Tues
days and Thursdays? Drop over
to the gym and wach the skating
class go through its paces.
As the weather gets hotter and
hotter, the class keeps right up
•with it. Along about March and
April they averaged no more than
four or five spills a day. Now, if
everyone in the class doesn't take
at least two each time, he's a
piker and doesn't deserve to pass
the course.
We like courses where the tea
chers really make the students
feel that they er.joy teaching the
subject. We've had a few of this
almost legendary specie of Pro
fessor, but think nobody fills the
role more than "Doc" Breeden.
Why everything the class does,
he does too, and then throws in
some new trick to keep the young
upstarts gasping. Why, whenever
anyone falls, he's right there to
back them up, and usually man
ages to get in on the ground floor
If there is an especially good spill.
But back to the entertainment.
There's nothing like a skating
three ring circus which is what
you will see, free for nothing.
Someone is always playing crack
the whip. The boys have races,
with the girls making very, very
nice turning posts. Tag keeps a
few of the skaters busy. And
then there are beautiful figure
skaters who will show you how
to do the impossible with only
four little wheels, a hardwood
floor and a lot of nerve.
But hurry, hurry, hurry, if you
want to see the fun.

Next Tuesday Evening Presents
Varied Program in Conservatory
The Third Senior Recital will be presented in
rium next Tuesday evening J
Conservatory Auditorium
ay
27th at 8:15 P. M. Those participating
will he
be Tt'
0„ _
,
Beveriv
Miller, pianist; David Jones, organist;; and 'Willi., "
Ramsey, vocalist. Miss Miller is a member of Mu p?
•Epsiion and Pi Kappa Lambd'
while Mr. Jones
nr.. Z!'
J ldJones and
and Mr

Street

JEWELERS

GUS TAKES A 4-MILE WORKOUT DAILY.'

FOR MEN ONLY/

PHI KAPPA ALPHAS AT THE UNIV. OP
NEW MEXICO USE THE "ESTUrA* FOR
AN INITIATION CENTER. IT IS THEIR.
BOAST THAT NO WOMAN HAS EVER
ENTERED THE ODDLY SHAPED BUILDING.'

Ami

BOXING
TEAMS WERE
UNDEFEATED IN
OVER 50 DUAL
MEETS FROM
1920 TO 1951 /

Cookbooks Tell
That Jean Is
Betrothed

Union Oil Products

II

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle

'One Hour Battery
Charge"

5ENDV0UR ODDITIES TO A.C.P. 325 FAWKES BUILDING v MINNEAPOLIS , MINNESOTA

j To provide students a method
| of "democratic student control,"
Westminster college has set up a
I weekly "open forum" chapel
period.

TRACY FRONTIER DAYS
Tracy will hold its third an
nual Frontier Days celebration
May 23 to 25. Friday evening
the Frontier Queen will be crown
ed, Saturday there will be a west
ern horse parade and amateur
rodeo. Sunday will see another
parade and rodeo.

I (in

III
Just right—
For that Spring Dance

New space has been asked for
the University of California medi
cal schools library, one of the
largest in the west, because it has
outgrown its quarters.

When Yon Attend
Business School
W H I T E

TUX COATS
9.90

PICK A WINNER
FORKNER'S
College of Commerce
Led all Northern California
Business Schools in 1940
Commercial contests: Steno
graphic, Secretarial Account
ing and Civil Service.

College of Commerce
You'll be comfortably correct

115 N. Sutter St.
Phone 6-6867

At Epsilon's May breakfast,
Jean Morral and Bob Cook an
nounced to surprised friends that
they are betrothed. Smiling card
board cooks were placed at each
table, with a "Cook Book" in
their hands. These books opened
to reveal, "Betrother, Jean and
Bob." The announcement also
took place on Bob's birthday.
Jean Morral graduated from
Pacific last June and is now
teaching in an elementary school
in Meridian. While in college she
was a member of Epsiion Lamb
da Sigma.
Bob Cook is now employed in
San Francisco and will leave soon
for the Naval air corps. While he
was attending Pacific, he was a
member of Omega Phi Alpha.
The couple plan to be married
one year from this June.

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

Our Products
AT

"Cub House"
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

in this double-breasted Travel
Cool Tux Coat.

hi
11£
1

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK

sey are affiliated with Phi
Alha.
The program is as follows
PROGRAM

Waldesrausehen
Claude Hogan and Bill Thomas Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 2 Liszt
have been appointed by student
Brahm:
MISS MILLER
body president-elect, Bob MonaII.
gan, for the chairmanships of
Arm, Arm, ye Brave (from
the Student Affairs and Rally
"Judas Maccabaeus) ..Handel
Committees, respectively.
Du Bist Die Ruh
Schubert
Die Forelle
Schubert
HOGAN
Di provenza il mar, ii SU0]
Hogan, who will be a senior
(from "La Traviata") .. Verdi
next year, has been a member of
MR. RAMSEY
the Student Affairs Committee
Allan Bacon at the piano
for two years and a member of
in.
the debate club for the past three
Night
Cyril Jenkins
years. He is now completing his
Dawn
Cyril Jenkins
term as Junior class president Toccata in B minor
Barie
and is a member of the All Col
MR. JONES
lege Honor Society.
IV.
Clouds
Debussy
THOMAS
Four Preludes (from Opus 34)
Next semester Thomas will be
Shostakovich
gin his second and senior year
Ritual Fire Dance
De Falla
at College of the Pacific, having
MISS MILLER
graduated from Visalia Junior
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
College, where he was student
June2—Seventh Student Re
body president. Through this of
fice he became familiar accord cital.
June 3—A Cappella Choir Con
ing to Monagan, with administra
cert. J. Russell Bodley, director.
tion and organization. During
June 13—Commencement con
Thomas's year at C. O. P. he has
cert.
been a member of the Student
Affairs Committee.

MICHIGAN'S SWIMMING SPEED
STER.WORKS HIS m THROUGH
SCHOOL By MEANS OF NINE
PART TIME JOBS AND STILL
MAINTAINS A'B* WERASE/

FRIEDBERGER'S

334 Eait Mnin

Hogan, Thomas
Appointed
Committee Heads

CLAUDE HOGAN and
BILL THOMAS were named
heads of the Student Af
fairs and Rally Committees
by President-elect Bob
Monagan at the last meet
ing of the ex-committee.

FeaturingTIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-SD

Miller, Ramsey, Jones
Give Senior Recital

COMMITTEE HEADS

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone A-A9&6

FROSH GET
DUMBER 'N
DUMBER

STATE COLLEGE Pa.—(ACP)
College freshmen know less and
less about the "King's English
with each successive year, accoiding to a diagnosis made by Theo
dore J. Gates, head of the depart
ment of English composition at
Pennsylvania State College.
Professor Gates bases his wservations on a study of ref
obtained from diagnostic tes«
tests given each entenng fresn
man at Penn State.
The tests cover speiling, ,
cabulary, punctuation,
cauuiaiy,
j^wxiv-v
- -gr f qsor
cal usage and dictio^PM^or

MLSSSSi'Sj;
while 16 per cent are-- and
h
mission to ' college E_ng«fb fresll.

are required to take a su
man course.
(derablf

The scores are consiaelower than they were four >
ago," he said.
be deMuch of the di£flcultLreased
clared, results fr0®
enrollhigh school and co g -t ntion
ment, with its lack of! at*
to individual inst^. situation.
To help correct tne
^
Mr. Gates suggested
on
s
school teachers conce
pUpU
developing ability o:£
cleariy,
to read well and w
^re
that college teachers p
ctjon
attention to individua
certi'
and that requiremen
tight"
fying English teacher
ened.
———~

Dartmouth C o 11 eg
hurriedly replaced tne
flag after a stu^ent g
contained only 45 s ^

cajnpu

s

;

jt

jfgNNHSERS HAVE
gXCELLET YEAR
Jaysee Squad Enjoys
g e st Season in History
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JACKSON'S
BOYS FAIR
IN RELAYS
•laysees Get 4 Points,
Varsity Only 2

Page 7

BRIGHTEST STARS
GO TO COLISEUM
Blackwell and Slaughter
North's Big Guns

Doug Dashiell's Jaysee tennis squad iust
" ded,pr»T«JI iteett as o„„
,ge moTjcS"("?
The two outstanding individuals on Coach Stonewall
e«rtotalce the courts tn intercollegiate
The Tigers and the Cubs fared Jackson's track and field squads this season — Keith
ion f°r tbe black an(l orange.
eompenot so well in last Saturday's Slaughter and Charley Blackwell—will run Saturday
" The Cubs, playing in the well populated North
track fiesta at Fresno. Although
Junior
College
Con
• tifornia
-«'
^
Northern the fabulous West Coast Relays evening in the Eos Angeles Relays.
1
The relays will feature all the notable college, uniL
nce met 10 team competition,
proved interesting and exciting
_
fer
~
•versity and Junior College track
and lost four. The
COLUMNISTS
sjx
for
other
fans,
local
rooters
pres
5°.
athletes tha have proved them
Tigers were held back durent were forced to be content
selves worthy in the season just
EDITORS
"L the early part of the season
with a grand total of 6 points.
past.
..!an unusually long stretch of
The Cabs made four of these.
WANTED
WHIRLWINDS
weather which held their j
CUBS GO SLOW
me down during early play. j
Blackwell has been chosen be
All students interested in
Stonewall Jackson's two-mile
it the end of the regular con- J editorial or column positions
cause of his whirlwind quarterrelay
team
ran
a
strong
third
in
(rent* play the Cubs were en- on next year's WEEKLY
mile run in the conference meet
Led in the conference tourna- should leave a note in the In spite of the fact that three of
several weeks ago.
With perfect baseball weather
' nt at Sacramento. Here they formation Office or see Bob the members ran the slowest ra
Slaughter was chosen off his
ces of their season. The winning in sight for the last remaining
6
lyed their way into the quar Conaway.
rwwiwg 49.0
Ttf.W 1W
440 W1UCH
which was
WM also
n
time was 8:12.5. If the Cubs had games of the intramural season, I sizzling
ter finals before they were elim
lun in the conference meet,
even run their average races they the games up-to-date have been; Tho two boys
were picked as
inated.
would have made the time of
ar superior to those of last sea- members of four man relay teams
LOCAL J. C.
outstandees
8:05, which would have won the
son if scores tell anything.
from the northern part of the
Outstanding playing of the year
race by fifty yards.
This
current
week's
games
state
and will compete against sews done by Chet Covey and Jim WILL ENTER
The Tigers made two of these.
Kaffea Of sixteen matches playPacific also failed to run at proved to be as hot as any on a leeted teams from the south,
Blackwell will of course run in
«1, Covey won thirteen and lost NATIONALS
their usual speed. However, the griddle in these parts, with two
games within one run of each
jnly three, while Kaffen played
competition
was
very
strong
For the first time in many
other. Archania won over Manor (ConUnued on page 8, column 3)
fourteen matches, won ten and years the National Junior Col and it is doubted that the Tig
18-17
and Dorm won from West
]0St four. These two teamed to lege championships will be out of ers would have taken better
i Rhizite-East Town game, Johnjorm the number one doubles California. This year's host of than third at their highest Town in a 6-6 scorcher.
The Dada boys from Omega n'e Camicia belted two circuit
squad during the entire season the track and field events will be speed.
Phi Alpha won two games dur- j clouts with bases loaded, making
aid their play was of the calibre Denver, Colo., on the last Satur S. C. WINS
ing the week with a 11-3 victory j Pitcher Ollie Alphonse look bad.
(hat lost them only one confer day of the month, May 51. .
In the meantime teams like the over East Town and a blistering Tbe Towmnen accumulated 11
ence encounter.
OUT-OF-STATE
University of Southern California 1-0 forfeit from W. Town.
runs in the first inning comNoel Prince, one of the most
The main reason for holding vvere establishing near record
Yesterday's game between Rhi- pared to one made by Rhizomia.
promising freshman players, the Nationals out of California times. USC won the meet with
played fifteen matches, winning this year is to draw more eastern California second and Stanford zomia and East Town looked like j Next week's schedule will be:
a run away for the Townmen un
Monday—Dorm vs. E. Town.
eight and losing seven. John colleges, Denver being the half third.
til the late innings when the
Tuesday—Arch vs. W. Town,
son, another promising first way mark it will be able to draw
Cornelius Warmerdam, the
year man, played fourteen more of a variety of competition only man to ever vault fifteen fratmen came from behind and Rhizomia vs. Manor,
i Wednesday — Rhizomia vs.
times, won four and lost ten. than was represented at Modesto feet, failed to make 15 feet 3 won 18-13.
During the first inning of the Omega.
Another year of seasoning will last year when only two out-of- inches. Hal Davis boosted gent
bring him up to par with the state Jaysees were entered.
ly but inexorably by the wind,
I rest of the team if he shows the
Running for Stockton Junior tied the world's record m the
steady improvement he made College will be Charles Blackwell, 100 and beat it by a tenth of a
this year. Cliff Smythe showed who will negotiate the 440 yard second in the 22© when he ran
a greatly improved game after dash. He is the only one Coach the furlong in 20.2.
a shaky start and of the nine Earl B. Jackson has entered. MIGHTY WIND
matches he played he won four Jackson expects the Brentwood
The records will not even be
snd lost five. Del Goodman, a streak to do under 50, which will reported, as they are void if the
regular on the basketball team, no doubt take the race; if not it wind is blowing faster than 4
did not get into active competi will bring him in with the first miles per hour.
tion until the end of the sea three men.
son. Of the three matches he SOLITARY CHARLEY
engaged in, he won one and
Blackwell will travel from Openings With
lost two.
Stockton alone, meeting other
WADUATES
members of California Jaysee Salary Open
Graduating from the Cubs will teams enroute. According to the
•>»
s Chet Covey, otherwise the latest reports Coach Earl R. On Weekly
»ain body of the team will re- Jackson will not make the trip.
Mc
Bain intact for what promises to
This coming week-end BlackWanna make some money?
« a great '42 squad.
well will travel to Los Angeles
Anyone interested in acting as
t%J>7M\
assistant manager, advertising
where the first L. .A Invitation
al Relays will be held. Black- manager or circulation manager
well will team with three other of the Pacific Weekly next year
fgssg
outstanding junior college quar should apply at the meeting of
ypf§!
ter milers from northern Cali the new Publications Committee
Hi
fornia, to run against Jaysee at 4:30 tonight in the Weekly of
men from the southern part of fice.
The executive committee has
the
state. Blackwell was picked
Pacific Cooperative House is
SO*
passed a recommendation calling
°w accepting applications for for this relay on his showing for two salaried positions on the
hat
4-»:
membership in the organization at Sacramento two weeks ago. Weekly each spring. There will
next year. There are many Along with Blackwell on his be four positions open in the fall
fancies for both men and wo- trip south will go Keith Slaugh with the two best ones selected
W
ji®1' and would-be members ter, of Pacific, who will run the in the spring.
•
440 In the small college class.
V
d, get their applications in He
iiii
Other
business
at
the
meeting
will team with men from
early as possible.
will includee the filling of two po
Fresno
and
Sail
Jose
under
the
e
C
0
,, .
0' P is a distinctive orgsitions on the committee and the
B „ i ' z a t i o n ' p o s s e s s i n g m a n y direction of Coach Flint Han- making of plans for next semes
ner of Fresno State College.
ter. Members who should attend
lovvef ,adyantaSes. It offers the
ng -ost of any organfeed
are Bud Steffan, Bob Conaway,
CHECK
YOUR
LIGHTS
gtoup on the campus. It is
«h°eS
Bill Lunt, Marge Thatcher, Tom
When the rear luggage com Bowe and Bill Hunefeld.
im» °n'y co-educational living
or,]..5? on the campus. It is the partment of a car is heavily
tbe lncorPorated living group on laden it may cause enough tilt to
rriPmLaniPus' thus freeing its throw the headlight angle out of
ON PACIFIC AVENUE—
tj0ns f;r's 0:f all financial obliga- legal adjustment, resulting in
mpmK ° tbe house after their glaring lights, points out the
PLAY TOGS FOR
LINDBERG'S
u ®fship is terminated,
California State Automobile
be oht rshiP applications may Association. Before starting a
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
LEISURE H O U R S
plained from Bill Workman, trip which involves night driving,
For Satisfying Haircuts
the lights checked after the
'-5
°^LcTeg at the have
baggage is in place.
Whether it may be for hours of leisure or for

Softball
In Last
Week

Vacation Days
Ahead

%

ft

CO-OP HOUSE
ACCEPTING
MEMBERS

s!an

em

Francisco
®sts Given

as a
"f (u
!iven

* rancisco

State College
July 9 as the date
06 entrance tests to
be
entering
freshmen and
0Unced

The
'11 i^itude test, required of
•est nv. fnt®' is a general ability
lfJ a- m
be given trom 8 to
gbsb and music funfVentai
* Sivoj,S exar-1lnations will also

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

active ones, Bravo and McKeegans have the
necessary fun clothes for your vacation days
and nights,

BraVS & MeKIISAN
for men — for bo/s

1 1 3 - 3 1 7

EAST

MAIN

S T R E E T
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Tiger Cub Swimmers Tigers, Cubs Make
Tracks Good This Year Good Track Marks
By JACK TOOMAY

"WITH THE recent demobilization
Wright, Tailor, and Bushman
of Stonewall's lightning footed
forces, the track and field facili
Were the Bright Stars
ties of our college have become
practically deserted. Of the reg
Chris Kjeldsen's Jaysee swimming edition f^ the
ular runners, only Blackwell and
Slaughter remain in training, year 1941 closed the cover on one of the ^tt^.rated
S
pointing for their debut in the ful seasons enjoyed since the sport was
Los Angeles Relays.
m The sensational Cubs powered by the record hreakaround the high
jump pit their caan always be
seen young, crafty looking men
laughing. Half-naked, saw dust
all over their mouths, white
teeth. And laughter. In the pit
can be seen some poor unfortu
nate, his body arranged in vari
ous grotesque and impossible an
gles. To one side there lies seren
ely and eloquently the shattered
cross-bar.
SCATTERED

JACK RUNCIE maintains that
he will stay in training until he
runs the two minute half mile.
Clare Slaughter said he couldn't
run a 6 minute mile if it killed
him and then proceeded to exe
cute one in 5:58. Stonewall stated
solemnly, squinting in theh bright
sunlight, that Vern Warkentin
could be a fine natural athlete if
he wasn't always detouring his
talent.
NOW LISTEN! We would like to
stop here for just a minute and
get together some serious words
about a thing that bothers us
,tjust a little. We don't know much
'about it; but we have plenty of
feeling about it.
IN THE first place there's some
thing about Douglas Dashiell
..that we like. Maybe it's the way
Jie talks or the way he treats the
:.boys or another dozen things
rabout him. Whatever it is, it ran
kles us not a t all
THERE'E something about Doug
las Dashiell that makes the boys
.as well as the girls flock to his
rclasses. Jhere's something about
fchis Texas accent and his Texas
tl8iumor that brings back sage
ifcrush and the moonlight. There's
.something about the way he tea
ches football that dazzles the
fans and blinds the opponents and
i gives everyone a funny feeling of
every-which-way-ness and I-can'tsee • the-ball - but - it - sure - is
the-goods-ness.
YOU MIGHT as well take away
the gym as take away Douglas
Dashiell.
AND IN THE second place Doug
las Dashiell is just about the best
football coach we have ever had
the pleasure to hear about. The
invaluable work he has done for
Jaysee football can never be for
gotten. The Cubs were put on the
map by him. We think that every
thing within anybody's power
should be done to keep Dashiell
here. We need him here. If some
thing isn't done he'll be pacing
down a street in some far away
town shouting the phrases of a
song.
I'M IN THE army now! ....

Jack Holmes
Just Slave
Jack Holmes, prominent Paci
fic Little Theatre player, will be
seen as the sultana's favorite
slave in the Oriental ballet,
"Seherazode" on the program
staged by the pupils of Helen
Moore Roberts and the Stockton
Symphony orchestra. This annu
al symphony ballet will be pre
sented Monday evening in the
high school auditorium. '
Margaret Whitcomb, a 1939
graduate, is the first girl meteor
ology instructor to teach at
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology.

Slaughter, Blackwell Were
Jackson's Big Guns
Coach Earl Jackson's Tiger and Cub thinclads Cli
maxed their short seasons last Saturday evening at th»
famed West Coast Belays. The Bengal mile relay <1Ua.
tet placed fourth; the Jaysees grabbed off third in th'
star-studded two-mile relay race.

• Outstanding performers of both
ing performances of Ralph*
squads were quarter milers. Cuh
LJ A I C k ,411 CD
Wright and Freddie Taioli and lege mark. Sandy Atherton, the HALF-MILfcK
Charlie Blackwell was unbeaten
throughout the entire season R
backed up by one of the hardest Cubs leading backstroker, turnworking squads that ever wore in his consistent performance
new Stockton Junior College 440
the black and orange trunks, won at every meet. He was a mem
yard record of 50.1 was made i„
the Northern California Junio,
eight of their eleven meets, run ber of the reeord breaking 150
ning up a total of 518 points to yard medley team and was fifth
College Conference meet and iow
their opponents 276. The Cubs in number of points earned.
ered his previous record by half
a
second.
were defeated by California, San OTHER GUYS
Jose State and San Francisco Ju
Warren Mills, another of Kjeld
TWINKLETOES
nior College, but it was during sen's sprinters, reached his peak
these meets that they established in the middle of the season when
Keith Slaughter, stellar Tiger
their outstanding times of the he established a .pew pool and
dash man, was beaten only once in
year.
Jaysee mark of 25.3 for the 50
the 220 and 440-yard dashes; he is
SPEED DEMONS
yard free style. A sophomore, he
Far Western conference champion
in both. He and Blackwell will run
The outstanding performer of will be lost to the Jaysees next
in separate races tomorrow at the
the Cubs was easily Ralph year. Other notable performers
newly-formed Coliseum relaysWright. Besides establishing a were Jack Toomay, breaststrokBlackwell may also compete in the
new National Junior College er and freestyler who, despite his
national junior college meet in
record of 2:24.5 for the 200 yard late start in the season, managed
Denver, Colo., Memorial Day.
breaststroke, which, incidental to turn in great times in both
Beaten by the Cal Aggies in
ly, was the second best time events. He was the fastest Im
their first meet, the Bengals fin
made in the entire United States proving breaststrokers on the
ished their schedule undefeated,
for the distance this year, he team and swam a leg of the 200
losing a hair-line Conference de
set a new pool record at the yard record smashing relay four,
cision to the Aggies. Their vic
University of California at 2:27, that averaged 25.4 each.
Don Monoghan swam the
a new pool record at San Jose
tims included Chico State, San
breaststroke event the first part
at* 2:26.7 and a new 100 yard
Francisco State and Modesto
of the season, then moved over
breaststroke mark of 1:05.4 for
and Stockton Junior Colleges.
to the 220 to back up Taioli.
the Pacific pool, also a new jay
CUBS GOOD
Bill Carroll handled he 440 free
see mark. He was anchor man
The Cubs were undefeated in
style job along with Taioli and
of the 400 yard relay team that
jaysee dual competition. They
in the big meets and was used
broke the national jaysee mark
were walloped by the Bengals,
in any position in high school
and swam on the 200 yard free
took sixth place in the tough con
competition. Les Warner was
style relay and the 150 yard
ference meet. During the course
medley relay when those teams
converted into a backstroker
of the season they walloped such
set new Jaysee and tank times.
and turned in creditable times
junior colleges as San Francisco,
This marks Wrights finish in
and showed great improvement.
Modesto, Placer and Menlo.
the Junior College division and
Much is expected of him next
he will move up to the COP
year.
squad next year.
DIVERS
Newman Club to
Russ Gibeson finished a suc
Fred Taioli, established him
self as one of the best long dis cessful season diving in the num
Hold Last Social
tance men on the Pacific coast ber one spot for the Cubs. Al
with his fine performances in the though he was beaten a few times
The executive body of the New
220 and the 440 yard freestyle the margin of loss was very close
The fast striding, crop- man Club sent out an appeal at
races. He was beaten only three and he should do great things
times during the entire season, next season. A1 Hawkins carried headed. young man above a meeting held last week to all
and his record shows that he set the remainder of the diving load. is DON ORES, Coach Jack Catholic students attending eith
Tentative plans call for more son's stellar freshman half- er Stockton Junior College, or the
new pool times for the 220 free
style at Santa Clara at 2:27.1, at intercollegiate competition. A miler who ran number
College of the Pacific to the club's
Lodi 2:20.9, at the Pacific pool group of Southern California three on the Jaysee twolast social event of the season, on
2:18.9 and at Sail Jose 2:17.8. Con schools are expected to be on
mile relay team that placed Thursday, May 29. At this time
sidering that the existing nation the '42 calendar according to
al junior college record for the Coach Kjeldsen. High school third at the Fresno Belays the members will play host to
furlong stands at 2:21.7 gives meets will be kept on the sched last week.
graduating seniors from St.
some indication of the dark-haired ule, but will be swum by the
Mary's High School and the Cath
Lodians accomplishments. Taioli Jaysee reserves. A new crop of
olic students of Stockton High
had fewer chances to lower his freshman talent is expected to
school.
,
440 times because high school offset the loss of Wright, Mills,
The main event of the day wU
competition eliminated this event, Toomay and Hawkins, who
be the swimming party to be
however he finished a scant two move up to COP.
held in the pool of the Grant Un
feet behind Lucas of San Fran
ion High School in Sacramen 0.
cisco as the bay swimmer set a
Under the joint auspices of the
new national junior college quar Brightest Stars
local branch of the club and
ter mile mark of 5:00 flat. Taioli
A crowd that filled every inch Sacramento Junior College Ne
Go
to
Coliseum
was easily the outstanding fresh
man Club, guests will swim au
of available space and overflow
man swimmer on the Cub squad
afternoon
and evening.
(Continued from page 7)
ed onto the decks saw Ralph
and will return next year, with
All of the Catholic students 0
promises of greater performan the Jaysee division, while Slaugh "Billy Rose" Wright stage his sec the campus are urged to a
ces.
ter will run in the college class. ond and most successful aquacade this party. There will be a norn
FROSH METEOR
nal fee charged to cover expen
Since the first lap of the race
Doyle Bushman, ace sprinter, will be run down the 220 in the Pacific pool last Friday ses. A system of signing up
and one of the most consistent straight away it is likely that night.
been devised so that transport
men on the team, stood in second Blackwell, being especially par
Highlighted by some of the tion reservations can be
place behind Taioli in points earn.- tial to straight aways, will run most spectacular diving seen in All interested are asked to
ed. The blond speed demon es
the first lap of the mile dis the local pool in a long time, the the WEEKLY and the vanous
tablished a new Jaysee record in tance.
water show drew the applause of bulletin boards on the camp
the 100 yard freestyle in the fast ANCHOR MAN
the crowd time after time with its
time of 55:5, tied the Pacific pool
On the other hand Slaughter—
record at 56.5 and set a new mark
beautiful
lighting effects, intri
Because of the -rearfnfI^fw.
who has anchored the Far Wes
at the Lodi pool at 56.5. Besides
cate
swimming
formations
and
program,
the experimen a
nS
this he was a member of the 440 tern Conference champions all clown diving. Music was again ing tank laboratory at
^
year,
will
run
the
final,
crucial
yard freestyle relay team and a lap.
presented under the hand of Eu Institute of Technology »
•
member of the record breaking
gene Lancelle. The program also tually on a war footing.
It
is
probable
that
Slaughter
200 yard relay four. Bushman is
included a singer and a specialty
a freshman and will be back for will also run in the sprint re number by Rollie Monteverde and
lays because of his lightning his swing accordion.
another year of competition.
speed in the dashes when he
GASH PBIZES
A1 Hawkins coupled diving
Although there will be no
has
a
running
start.
with swimming and earned the
water shows this year Wright
and
fourth greatest number of
is planning to produce a bigger
points just behind Wright. A Labor Problems
and better event for next year.
FREE GASOUtf
sophomore and swimming his
Judging from the increased in
For Particulars
last year for the Cubs, he was Hot for Jake
terest being shown in swim
See Your Seaside D<»|er
one of the most reliable sprin
ming on the campus a show of
ters and swam the anchor lap
Things got a little too hot' in this type should prove a suc
of the 150 medley trio which Dr. Jacoby's class in Labor Prob cess.
set. a new mark of 1:28.4. lems the other day. Sudden cries
Hawkins was also a member of of "ouch," woke the students up ignited in his coat pocket. He
the 440 yard relay team which to notice the teacher hastily ex fanned the spot for some time
broke the National Junior Col tinguishing a match which had -afterward.
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Aquacade
Success

